VMCC Norwich Section Picture Rally 2019.
Information sheet
All of the landmarks this year are places of interest (museums and historic sites)
For each county you have two sheets to download
2 Sheets containing 16 Landmark locations & the questions for Norfolk
2 Sheets containing 16 Landmark locations & the questions for Suffolk
For those who do not use computers please ask Mick Long for pre printed pack.

Instructions please read
******************
1 Select a village or town to visit from the Landmark locations.
2 Having found your landmark take a photograph of it or its signboard with your bike or crash helmet in the picture,
please write the number of the Landmark on the photograph.
3 There are more than one question to answer so they are marked with the landmark number plus a,b,c, there is room for
you to write your answers beside the questions please do this even if you take a picture as well.
Questions can be researched on the internet or by asking local people, the village church, war memorials and other public
areas may yield information as also can a walk up the high street; we do not use the inside of churches as they may
be locked or a service may be in progress however do check out the porch if its open.

Be aware that internet answers may not be the same as we have found at the landmark site.
In the event of there being more than one correct answer to a question the one we have on our
master sheets will be judged as the correct one.
If you find any mistakes we have made please let us know so that we can put out a correction.
You do not need to visit all the landmarks to take part so please return your pictures even if you only manage a
few as it gives us valuable feedback.
Enjoy your rally and don’t forget the end of rally get together.

